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Since October 2019, Microsoft has effectively changed the licensing model they offered for Dynamics 365. Microsoft previously used a sales plan for Dynamics 365. However, it has now switched to a la carte sales traffic model. The idea behind this change is to enable customers to purchase only license applications that are specific to
their needs. The new model introduced Individual Dynamics CRM applications, which are focused on broad categories. All of these applications are sold separately with a basic license, and additional apps can be purchased through Attach License to create a package for a specific customer. Dynamics 365 Applications Marketing Sales
Customer Service Field Service Financial Chain Management Automation Business Central Retail Talent If you want to know more about these applications, such as price and features, click on the website as below: How to Buy Dynamics 365 Licensing Programs Licensing Programs are channels where you can buy Dynamics 365.
Dynamics 365 can be licensed with Microsoft Volume Licensing, Cloud Solution Provider (CSP) and/or Web Direct. In Volume Licensing, Dynamics 365 is available through: Corporate Agreement (EA) Corporate Subscription Agreement (EAS) Server and Cloud Enrollment (SCE) Enrollment for Educational Solutions (according to Campus
and School Agreement) (EES) Additional Channels: Microsoft Dynamics Internet Government (excluding Finance, Supply Chain Management, Human Resources and Dynamics 365 Operations) More information about MPSA is available here. As a Microsoft Gold partner for Dynamics 365 and SSPA CSP Complaints, we can help
evaluate your Dynamics 365 licensing requirements and offer the most appropriate licensing model for your organization. Here's an overview of microsoft's latest changes to the Dynamics 365 licensing model. For new customers, all current SKUs licenses will be unavailable, by virtue of 10/1/2019; For existing customers, all current
contract prices will be met during the contract term. Finance and operations are now two separate applications - supply chain management and finance. The new licensing model, such as a customer engagement plan, does not have a clear plan. Marketing, project automation and talent cannot serve as additional applications; they can
only serve as a baseline that allows you to attach other modules. There is no change in the specific functionality that currently applies to every user. For example, Microsoft team prices don't affect; The team user continues to cost $8 per user per month. Licensing Licensing 365 Customers can purchase customers as a base or as an
attache license to license core business applications (sales, customer service, field service, project service automation, finance, supply chain management, commerce, and human resources). When you buy multiple major business applications, the first or basic license must be the most expensive license for the user. Every full user must
have a basic license. Basic license: A basic license for the first business application and is sold at a set price. If a user buys multiple business applications, the basic license must be licensed at the highest price! Users must have at least one basic license. Additional licenses can be purchased on top of the basic license to meet
requirements that do not meet Attach licenses, such as talent or project maintenance automation. Attach your license: Attach licenses for USL applications purchased after a basic license. Users can buy as many attach licenses as they need. Attach licenses allow users to customize their Dynamics CRM experience by buying only those
apps that are suitable for their business. Please note that a basic license is required to purchase a Attach License. The main difference between Base and Attach licenses is the price, except that both licenses are similar in their main capabilities. The chart below shows the new Dynamics 365 licensing structure. It demonstrates the
separation of finances and operations, the removal of plan packages, and the subsequent addition of a new and joining license to both engage customers and the unified operating elements of the product. The following business applications cannot be purchased as licenses attached. They must be purchased as a basic license for each
user: Project Marketing Automation Service Talent Association customer engagement and combined business applications can also be used to meet user requirements if the Attach Licensed app is cheaper than an app purchased with a basic license. The attach base and License Attach Basic License is the first business application to be
purchased at a standard price. Each full user must have a basic license and may require a second basic license if, for example, Talent (not available as a Attach license) is required. When you buy multiple business applications, a qualifying base license must be a more expensive license. Joining licenses are an additional USL app
purchased at a fixed price of $20 for the Customer Engagement app or $30 for the Unified Operations app. Each Attach license can be only to the user with a preliminary basic license. If the user does not have the required basic license, the administrator will not be able to assign Attach licenses. The licensing requirements for internal
Dynamics 365 users have two types of SLs (the only exception is a marketing app that is licensed per tenant). User SL: Initial licensing on user SLs that are assigned based on the named user, meaning each user requires a separate user to SL the username of the user's subscription. Custom SLs may not be shared, but a person with a
SL user can access the service through multiple devices. Dynamics 365 user subscriptions categorize users by the following types: Full users: These are users whose work requires the use of function-rich business applications. Examples of full-time users include sellers, customer service representatives, financial staff, controllers, human
resources and supply chain managers. These users have also been mentioned in the past as professional users or users of food. These full users are licensed to subscribe to the Dynamics 365 app. Full users can be additionally identified as Enterprise and Professional: Corporate Users: Sales Enterprise, Customer Service Enterprise,
Field Service, Project Automation, Finance, Supply Chain Management, Commerce and Professional Human Resources Users: Sales Specialist and Customer Service Additional Users: They represent a large percentage of users in the organization and can consume data or reports from the line of business systems, complete easy tasks
like time or account entry, and HR-record updates or be heavier users of the system, but do not require the full capabilities of the user. These additional users are licensed to have 365 team members. If you want to add something to the 365 speaker's licensing and pricing guide above, please let me know. Microsoft Dynamics 365
integrates the powerful capabilities of ERP and CRM into the cloud to deliver business applications to today's users. By upgrading their application line, they developed a licensing and pricing model for all of their Dynamics 365 offerings. Dynamics 365 offers customized business applications that manage specific business processes and
work seamlessly together in one cloud-based product offering. Understanding the needs of your business and how they fit into Dynamics 365 is the key to getting the most value out of your business. Business applications include: Dynamics 365 Customer Attraction (CE) Dynamics 365 for Sales (formerly CRM Online Dynamics) allow
your sellers to build strong relationships with their customers, take action based on ideas, and close sales faster. Use Dynamics 365 for sales to: Keep an eye on your accounts and contacts Your sales from lead to order Create Pledge Sales It also allows you to create marketing lists and campaigns, and monitor the maintenance of cases
involving specific accounts or opportunities. Dynamics 365 for Customer Service (formerly CRM Online Dynamics) Build great customer relationships by focusing on optimal customer satisfaction with Customer service apps. Customer Service provides many features and tools that organizations can use to manage the services they
provide to customers. The 365 field service dynamic helps your team deliver on-site services at customer locations. The app combines workflow automation, planning algorithms, and mobility to customize mobile workers to succeed when they are in place with customers fixing problems. Dynamics 365 for Project Maintenance Automation
(PSA) helps your organization effectively track, manage, and deliver services based on projects from initial sales to billing. Dynamics 365 is for marketing a marketing automation app that helps turn prospects into business relationships. The app: Easy to use, works seamlessly with Dynamics 365 for sales, and has built-in business
analytics. Dynamics 365 Unified Operations Dynamics (UO) 365 for Supply Chain Management (SCM) (formerly Dynamics AX), formerly included in the Dynamics 365 Finance and Operations app. Funding enables medium and corporate organizations to monitor the performance of global financial transactions in real time, predict future
results, and make data-based decisions to ensure growth. Dynamics 365 for Finance (former AX Dynamics) Was previously part of the Dynamics 365 Finance and Operations application. Funding enables medium and corporate organizations to monitor the performance of global financial transactions in real time, predict future results, and
make data-based decisions to ensure growth. Dynamics 365 for Trading (formerly Retail) Dynamics 365 Trading is designed to help retailers manage their operations, deliver a connected employee experience, and offer an exceptional shopping experience. The Commerce app simplifies the process of combining customer service through
an end-to-end trading platform that combines e-commerce, in-store, back office and call center, and facilitates integration into new channels through the headless API. Dynamics 365 for Human Resources (formerly Talent) Dynamics 365 Human Resources allows customers to optimize compensation, benefits, vacation and absence,
compliance, performance feedback, standardized training programs and self-service programs. Power Platform Power Apps Power Apps is a suite of apps, services, connectors, and a data platform that provides a fast application development environment to create custom applications for your business needs. Using Power Apps, you can
quickly create custom business apps that to your business data stored either in the Common Data Service or in various online and internal data sources (SharePoint, Excel, Office 365, Dynamics 365, S'L Server, and so on). Microsoft Automate (formerly Flow) Power Automate allows businesses to implement automated workflows and
business processes and reach reach Efficiency. Power BI Collection of software services, apps and connectors that work together to turn your unrelated data sources into coherent, visually immersive and interactive ideas. Your data may be in an Excel spreadsheet or in a collection of cloud and conventional hybrid data warehouses.
Power BI makes it easy to connect to data sources, visualize and learn what's important so you can share with anyone. Power Virtual Agent Power Virtual Agents makes it easy for teams to build powerful bots using a controlled, code-free GUI without the need for data from scientists or developers. It easily integrates bots with hundreds of
applications and services with pre-built connectors and allows you to create custom workflows with Power Automate, allowing bots to take action on behalf of customers. This allows users to monitor and continuously improve the performance of the bot using AI and data-driven ideas available in an easy-to-read dashboard. Dynamics 365
License Types: Determining appropriate access for users can access Dynamic 365 if a subscription license is purchased for them or the device they are using. The type of purchase license depends on the level of access they need. Subscription licenses (SL) come in three main types: USER SL, SL Device, and SL Organization. The user
subscription license most commonly purchased license is the user's license name. This requires each user to have their own login. SL users can access the service through multiple devices. User SL is classified into three subtypes of licenses: Full User It's users whose work requires the use of multi-room features of business applications.
Examples of full-time users are sellers, customer service representatives, financial staff, controllers, and supply chain managers. These users have also been mentioned in the past as professional users or users of food. These full users are licensed with the Dynamics 365 Application subscription. A member of the team This allows users
to read Dynamics 365 data from the dynamics of 365 unified operations and the dynamics of 365 applications to attract customers. At least one full Dynamics 365 user must be assigned to the tenant to administer and customize individual group members' applications. Team licenses are designed to work on most of The Dynamics 365's
core applications. They have rights to the following: Joint Operations to Attract Customers To Create, View, Update and Delete Contacts, Actions, Tasks, and Notes. Record time and costs for Dynamics 365 to automate design services and projects. Update personal information about employees. User reporting and dashboards.
Participation as the ultimate consumer of Dynamics 365 services, such as survey responses. The group member app module cannot be configured with more than 15 custom entities available to Dynamics Dynamics The team's license. Setting is only allowed if it does not change the main purpose of the scenario. For recording any type of
time. To record any kind of expenses. Manage an employee's personal information. Management of the direct activities of staff and candidates for recruitment, boarding and human resources. Create requisitions. Create or edit elements related to the following features: quality control and departmental budgets. Approval of time, expenses
and invoices. The group members app module cannot be configured with more than 15 custom entities available for the Dynamics 365 Team license. This applies only to organizations that sit on a common data service platform (Talent - Attraction). Setting is only allowed if it does not change the main purpose of the scenario. Dynamics
365 Unified Operations - Activity This is only available for unified Operations applications and is designed for users who need more features than a team member's license but do not require the rights to use a full user. Dynamics 365 Unified Operations - Rights to use activity include all rights of Dynamics 365 team members, as well as the
right: Approve all transactions related to activities. Create or edit items related to warehousing, receiving, shipping, ordering, supplier service, and all budgets. Operation Point-of-Sale (POS), store manager's device, store floor device, or warehouse device. A subscription license with an SL device, any number of users can access a
licensed device with individual logins without the need for individual SLs users. A tenant-based tenant-based subscription license with a tenant-based SN, customers need to purchase only one license for the entire tenant. There is no need to license each user, as usage is shared by all users available to the app. Dynamics 365 Pricing
Dynamics 365 offers great value by giving users the ability to subscribe only to the apps they will use. Users can mix and match apps to attract customers and Unified Operations apps. Customers first purchase a basic license for each Dynamics 365 user within their organization. They can then add one or more Attach licenses to each
basic license. For example, if you have there is an individual user who requires both sales and corporate customer service functionality, he can purchase a Sales Enterprise Base license for $95 and then add an Enterprise Attach customer service license for $20. Their total rate per user per month (PUPM) for that user is $115. If a
customer would like to purchase a Base and Attach license for the user, they must purchase a purchase two licenses as a basic license. For example, if a customer would like to purchase a retail license and a customer service license for the user, they must purchase a Retail license as a basic license ($180) and a Customer Service
License as a Attach license ($20) for that user, for a total of $200 PUPM. Dynamics 365 for marketing is a tenant-based subscription license. When purchased as offline, $1,500 per month will allow you to assign marketing licenses to any number of users in your tenant. Customers with at least 10 users (sales, customer service, field
service, project automation, supply chain management, finance, retail) can purchase it for $750 per month. Dynamics 365 to automate project maintenance and Dynamics 365 for talent can only be purchased as a separate basic license and cannot be used to attach any additional applications. Prices are lower per user per month (PUPM),
except for marketing, which is on the tenant per month: PowerApps Pricing Microsoft Flow Pricing Power Virtual Agent Prices Power Virtual Agents app licensed per tenant. The administrator will need to assign custom licenses through the Administrator portal to Power Virtual Agent users who need access to the Power Virtual Agents app.
Power Virtual Agents will be charged according to block sessions. By default, 2,000 sessions are included in the license. An additional capacity supplement can be purchased for 1,000 chat sessions per add-on.   Power BI Pricing Dynamics 365 Pricing and Licensing - Ensuring the organization's flexibility and cost dynamics of 365 pricing
and licensing allows businesses to leverage Microsoft business management technology to meet their needs and budgets. Dynamics 365 offers functionality that simplifies business processes and maximizes cost-effective IT investments. For questions about which Dynamics 365 pricing option is best for your business, please contact
Hitachi Solutions today. Links All information in this article is a comprehensive summary collected from the following sources: sources: microsoft dynamics crm 2016 on-premise licensing and pricing guide. microsoft dynamics crm online licensing and pricing guide
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